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About This Game

Miami Cruise is a game inspired by retrowave aesthetics.
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You're a hovercar driver, on an infinite beautiful map, you need to dodge other cars that will come across in order to stay alive.

By getting close to them you will gain score and increase your combo, keep your feet on the accelerator if you want to keep your
combo, and never get off the road too long or you might die.

Your score will be published on the leaderboard, will you be the best among your friends.. or maybe in the world ?

Take a ride, and chill out.

Features :

 Arcade mode (solo)
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 Beautiful retrowave aesthetics

 Amazing synthwave tracks

 Controller support

 Steam leaderboard

 Steam stats & achievements

 Windows & Mac supported, Linux soon available
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Title: Miami Cruise
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing, Early Access
Developer:
MK Games
Publisher:
MK Games
Release Date: 20 Dec, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista SP1+

Processor: i3 1.8 ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GT 720 / Intel HD 520 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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The ritual of Weylyn island is a fun short horror game with some scares. The player assumes the role of Moira Weylyn one the 5
members of the family to inherit the island, that is now occupied by cultists. I reccomend to those interested to wait for a sale on
this one its not worth buying at the full price. Ending may dissapoint some players but honestly i didnt really mind it at all.. This
game needs online multiplayer!. this is good!. What we have

PAYDAY 2 - simulator DLC (pay for buy game, pay for play game, always pay for new DLC)

OVERPOTATO's The Walking Dead - (totally scum, all money spend to CGI movies, trailers, no to game, buy s*** game by
price AAA game, get potato where need pay money for play game) i think he wanted create new simulator DLC, did not work
out! Game closed & deleted from steam, consoles versions canceled.

Overkills\\Starbreezee - please don't come back to game industry. Happy defolt for your studio!. Ripid-fire shiny HD space
invaders set to sick beats and ting innit bruv. What more could you want, really? A modern arcade reinvention of an stone-cold
classic. Drop a couple of disco biscuits for maximum atmosphere enhancement.. im gonna be honest this game
is\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Great title. Love it. Play it when I don't want to bother with more in-depth games.
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Fun game for $0.99, neat puzzles. Definitely reccomend.. I found this game very enjoyable, but I had to put up with a few very
annoying bugs\/ aspects of the game. If 5\/10 is average I would give this a strong 6.8\/10

+Atmosphere
+Scares
+Pacing
+graphics
+Value
+puzzles

-Very annoying screen effect when attacked
- Very strange lighting effects\/\/bug( Look at the moon for a second and then everything else becomes dark )
-Enemy bugs, clipping bugs,item bugs, bugs bugs.
-Sometimes its unclear where to go and what to do.

The monsters and ghosts are really well made. You will come across some cool locations such as forests, lakes, train stations,
cemetaries and mazes. If you like horror games youll enjoy this no doubt.. My favorite Putt-Putt game. It's one of those games,
where you get the feeling that the developers, came up with the title, and with it had all these great ideas of how to make a Putt-
Putt game centered around time traveling. The environments are all unique and diverse as they should be. Traveling between
time periods makes for fun puzzle solving experience. The randomized puzzles add a lot of replay value to the game. The music
is simply fantastic. The characters are memorable. Solid Humongous Entertainment game. You should play it now.. expected
more torture. but it's free so there's nothing to lose... A beautiful game. A short but meditative experience. The music and
visuals are calming and grounding. Would definitely recommend for a relaxing late night or a rainy afternoon.. This game is
soooooooooo slow, literally I fall asleep playing it, often I cant review games and dont when that happens since its sort of unfair.
but this game is just well boring, does it get exciting? I dont know since I always fall asleep playing it, three times that
happened. Thats what happens playing games from a couch, but yea this game is good for people with sleep disorders or who
cant sleep, since this game will put people to sleep.

Rating: zzzz...ero/10 Value $0.00. nooooooooooo!!!!!!!!!!!!
Why is the situation like this?!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! I cann't take it!!!!!!!!!!!
plz, I'm begging you, must be a dlc for this Endgame, at least they don't not worth it for this!!!!!!!!!!!
I'll spear all my money !!!!!!

I'm crying so damn loud right now ,and shaking . ;_;

This will gonna be cocktail of suck in my poor life now ;_;.............. Probably one of the best bowling games available to date,
seriously. Gameplay is fantastic so far, very smooth and it's definitely an incredible upgrade from Sadetta's Bowling Evolution
game, which will always remain a classic to me. I really enjoy the gameplay, and the fact that you can actually loft the ball
several feet in the air! I do wish they could lower the height of the camera so you can see your target better though. Even if you
don't loft your shot, the camera still seems to be quite high, and it's harder to look where you're throwing it. There's also a
couple bugs in the game so far, that I'm sure the developers will address in the future. Like somebody already mentioned, the
bowling balls do at times disappear from the rack and will no longer be able to pick them up/throw them. I've also noticed they
do seem to still be there, but they're only visible if you move your mouse far to the left or right side of the screen, and the
missing ball might appear on the left or right side, maybe. I've also noticed some physics issues with the pins. Sometimes I'll
throw the ball right at a pin and it just rigidly stands there, maybe rotates a small amount, but doesn't fall or do anything, and the
ball just bounces right off of it.

Apart from these things, the game is fantastic! Very enjoyable gameplay and the graphics are awesome.

Game Update: One Button Super Attack:
We made updates to all versions of Vanguard Princess to make the "One Button/Key Super Attack" more known to beginners.

Instead of using two keys or buttons to activate a Super Attack or Parry, gamers can use one button or key; this was already
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known to long time Vanguard Princess gamers.

There are interfaces and graphics throughout the game to help gamers become aware of it.

Like all other controls in the game, the one button super/parry can be reconfigured on keyboards and gamepads to better suit
gamers' needs.

The update is available now.. Townspeople Optimization Test Build - Alpha 13.4:
I created a test build so you can try out the new townspeople AI optimizations. While still using the same pathfinding system,
this was a fairly good sized change to the way the NPCs move about the world.

In a very large town of 50 townspeople on my mid-range test PC, I saw a framerate boost from about 40 to about 65! Most of
this was a result of lightening the load on the CPU from the NPCs.

This build also has a couple of other smaller fixes in it:

Fixed a bug that caused the third ingredient in the last item in the crafting list to not display.

Fixed a bug where Farmers would use the run animation while moving at walk speed.

The ESC key can now be used to close the town storage UI.

My goal is to get this build live this weekend if all goes well.

If you'd like to try out the test build, you can get it by doing this.... Celebration illustration arrived!:
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We got a celebration illustration for Trap Shrine release from the main illustrator, Aogiri Penta!. Autumn Announcements:
Autumn Discounts on Vanguard Princess and all its DLCs on Steam!
. Servers Online:
Apologies for the extended downtime today! The game is now back online :)

~ The Hunted Cow Team. Build 1.0.1:
Well, it's official: we're now in Early Access!  We've just uploaded a new build that fixes some issues we noticed in the first
couple "Let's Play" videos, as well as a couple other small things:

fix for first menu item remaining selected when using mouse for menu control

fix for mouse cursor not visible in first level when using keyboard/mouse scheme

fix for trooper animations named incorrectly
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enemy sorting fixes

Note that this build introduces one small quirk with menus:

when using gamepad to control menus: if the mouse is over any of the buttons, they will show as "selected" briefly
(~100ms) when the menu is first loaded

We felt this was better than the above issue re: buttons staying selected when using the mouse.. Mac Crow now available on
Steam:
The Mac version of Crow is now available on Steam! The Mac version is on par with the Windows version, with all the latest
ultra high resolution graphic improvements and gameplay refinements.. Update 1.01:
Some fixes were made:

Fixed glitch where game would warp to wrong room after defeating a boss when they completed the game.

Fixed spawn of an enemy at Boss 2 Room

Final boss Swipe Attack modified

Fixed debug issues
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